IS OPEN THE SEVENTH EDITION OF "LES GOGES"

REGISTRATIONS OPEN FOR CYCLING VII “MARXA LES GOGES” TO BE HELD
IN BANYOLES April 6, 2014

This year, with encouragement to continue improving, Banyoles Cycling Club, the
organizer of this non-competitive cycling race has prepared some changes to the route.
We hope the participants enjoy it on Sunday 6th of April of 2014.

The Web Club will be opened until 4th of April to log up for participate in the
cyclotourist. The participation will be limited to 500 participants, who will have the
opportunity to experience firsthand the legend of Goges. We would like to keep up as a
meeting of cyclists that struggles to maintain a high level of quality and avoid
overcrowding. The fee to participate is € 25, which allows them to participate in the
cycloutourist: timing, refreshment, lunch, gifts, and other services provided. An
important new feature of this year is the new system of integrated chip at the same
number, that supposes any additional cost for the participants.

There are two routes planned to suit the needs of each participant. The start and the
finish will take place in Banyoles, starting an exciting journey of constant hills and hills
through the mountains of the Garrotxa and Ripollès, returning along the route of the
volcanoes until the lake of Banyoles. The long route with 140 km and a total of six
passes sums a height of 2,600 m, keeping as last year's, the climbing through the valley
of Bac and the mountain pass of Santigosa, with a high of 1,057 m. This route takes
place in the Seventh Cycling Circuit of Ciclopirineus, organized by the Catalan Cycling
Federation The short route is much more affordable, with 93 km and a sum height of
1,500 meters after passing through four mountain passes. Both routes have added in a
few kilometers from the arrival, the climb to the surprising "Coll de Falgons".

Registration http://www.ccbanyoles.com/

On 6th of April you have an appointment with the cyclism in Banyoles, The
Legend of Goges. Do not miss out!.

